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French creator of connected and musical 
lighting, Jaune Fabrique imagines lamps 
that are creative in their design and 
innovative in the wealth of uses they offer.  
 
Through our creations, we seek harmony 
between design, light and music. We 
celebrate craftsmanship, color, attention 
to detail and the timelessness of curves.  
 
Our objects are made to spaces and 
experiences builders, to those who love 
music, beautiful objects and innovation. 
To everyone looking for well-being and 
comfort in everyday objects, without 
compromising the aesthetics of their decor.  
 
As a young brand, manufacturer and creator, 
we combine our technological know-how 
with the sensibility and expertise of French 
designers, architects and craftsmen.



TABLE 
LAMPS
FIRST COLLECTION
Connected lamps with minimalist and elegant design.  
 
They illuminate from a warm, soft white at low intensity 
to a neutral white at high intensity. 
 
In their musical edition, they discreetly integrate a 
connected loud-speaker to play music and enrich the 
atmosphere in sound and light. 
 
Ideal in bedrooms, office spaces, and living rooms.

Light at variable intensities  
Connected speaker in option  
Sychronization of lighting and sound 



ALTO
It’s minimalist forms are the result of 
multiple metal shapings and  hand 
finishings. Alto carries two rotating  brushed 
cylinders that harmonize with its base. 
A touch of brilliance when illuminated, 
slightly voiled by it’s high perched hat.  

DESIGNER PAUL LOUDA

PUBLIC PRICE 
Connected lamp : 408€ excl. tax 
Connected speaker version : 575€ excl. tax

DESIGN
H 36cm,  ø lampshade 25 cm
Aluminum body,  lacquered painting, brushed 
gold or nickel-tinted cylinders and stem. 
Diffuser in opaline white PMMA.
LIGHT

Variable Dim to Warm LED lighting:
0 to 1000 lm - 1800K to 2700K, CRI 90

USAGE

The rotation of its cylinders and the tactile zone 
at the top of its base offer a precise control of 
light intensity, and sound volume. 
Remote control with the app.

SOUND (OPTIONAL)

25 Watts, up to ~35 m² 
1 speaker 3’’  
2 bass passive radiators 2'' 
Wifi, Bluetooth, Multiroom 
Power plug  110V / 230V





PUBLIC PRICE
Connected lamp : 325€ excl. tax 
Connected speaker version : 457€ excl. tax

PICCOLO
It’s metal cylindrical base seems 
to glide through it’s slightly floating 
tilted blown glass lampshade. 
A soft and neutral white when dimmed 
that illuminates to a warm and cozy light.

DESIGNER THIBAULT LERAILLER

DESIGN

H 30 cm, ø lampshade 23 cm 
Aluminum body, brass rotative knobs, lacque-
red painting
Opal hand blown glass lampshade

LIGHT

Variable Dim to Warm LED lighting:
0 to 1000 lm - 1800K to 2700K, CRI 90

USAGE

The rotation of its buttons and the tactile zone 
located on it’s dome offer a precise control of 
light intensity, and sound volume.  
 
Remote control with the app.

SOUND (OPTIONAL)

20W, up to ~25 m² 
1 speaker 2.5’’  
2 bass passive radiators 2'' 
Wifi, Bluetooth, Multiroom 





PUBLIC PRICE
2.158€ excl. tax

GRANDE
ALTO
Grande Alto is an iconic HiFi lamp 
designed for large spaces. A minimalist 
object recognized by its tilted hat and 
massive rotating cylinders. A french 
made technological gem that features 
a breathtaking high-fidelity connected 
sound system.

DESIGNER PAUL LOUDA

DESIGN

H 70cm,  ø lampshade 50 cm
Aluminum body,  lacquered painting, brushed gold 
or nickel-tinted cylinders and stem. 
Diffuser in opaline white PMMA.

LIGHT

Variable Dim to Warm LED lighting:
0 to 1200 lm - 1800K to 2700K, CRI 90

USAGE

The rotation of its cylinders and the tactile zone 
at the top of its base offer a precise control of light 
intensity, and sound volume. 
Remote control with the app.

SOUND

150 Watts, up to ~100 m² with 360 resonance
1 Woofer 5'', 2 Middles 3'', 2 Tweeters 1'' 
WiFi, Bluetooth,  Multiroom, Jack  IN





INNOVATIVE
LIGHTING
An customizable LED lighting created for all of our lamps.  
A Warm and soft white at low intensity for decoration, it 
becomes neutral at high intensitiy for reading, working and 
lighting.
1800 -2700 Kalvin, 0 to 1200 lumens, CRI 90

USAGE

 Rotating button to control intensity 

Remote control via our application, and main smart home apps

 Synchronization possible between groups of lamps 



CONNECTED
SPEAKER
In the sound edition, our lamps integrate a compact connected 
loudspeaker with fine and powerful acoustics, developed by an 
expert acoustician. 
Impeccable sound quality balanced at every frequency and 
powerful bass, thanks to multiple, well-concealed drivers.

USAGE
 Tactile Play / Pause function, rotating button for volume

Bluetooth streaming from any app on your phone

 WiFi streaming with spotify connect and airplay II

Multiroom : Synchronisation possible between groups of lamps





SUR-MESURE
For your projects, we combine our know-how with your creativity 
to enrich the client experience.  Installation adapted to your needs, 
personalized design and finishes available, functions tailored for you...

PROFES-
SIONALS

IN COMMON SPACES
(Lobbies, SPA, offices...)

IN HOTEL ROOMS 

THEY TRUST US

 Dedicated app to control lighting and music 
remotely for all of your lamps

Synchronization by lamp group

 A QR Code for easy bluetooth audio connection 
for guests

Finely curated playlist suggestions 

 Possibility of limiting in-room sound volume



SAVOIR-FAIRE
FABRICATION FRANÇAISE
The manufacture of our lamps is entirely controlled and carried out mainly in 
France: from design to electronics and assembly. We are committed to working 
with sustainable materials and to innovating in a reasoned way: all our parts are 
replaceable, 100% reparability.

POWERFUL ACOUSTICS 
In collaborating with an acoustician engineer doted for his work in 
major acoustic companies coupled with the creation of tailor made 
speakers, each lamp is conceived and tuned to sound right and 
astound it’s audience

CONNECTIVITY
All of our lamps offer a physical and digital usage. A simple and fun 
control at your fingertips, to functions moderns and connected, 
thanks to our application and compatibility with principal actors of a 
connected home (Apple homekit, Google Home, Alexa).  



THE DESIGNERS

PAUL LOUDA 
A young designer brimming with 
curiosity. Paul studied product and 
space design before moving on 
industrial design projects. He now 
works for the prestigious french 
designer Noé Duchaufour Lawrance 
where he has found a taste for 
craftsmanship and exceptional 
pieces.

THIBAULT LERAILLER  
Thibault Lerailler is an award-
winning French designer, founder 
and artistic director of Punctuate 
Design. He has worked in Paris, Hong 
Kong, New York and now Montreal 
where he owns his studio.Thibault 
specializes in designing products 
with a positive impact on our planet.

THE ACOUSTICIAN

NEIL POULTON 
Settled in Paris since the last century, 
Neil Poulton is a designer from 
Scotland. He is known for his many 
designs for Italian lighting company 
Artemide - and for the bright orange 
Lacle Rugged hard drive, which has 
sold over 6 million copies to date.

FLORENT GATIN
Florent Gatin is a graduate engineer 
from INSA, an expert and passionate 
about industrial and acoustic design. 
He was trained by Bang & Olufsen 
before working as a consultant 
for various HiFi brands, and then 
setting up his own.Florent uses the 
volume of air sealed in our tubes 
as a resonance chamber for our 
custom speakers, driven by digital 
amplification.



EXPRESSIVE AND 
INTEMPORAL 
FINISHES 
We have conceived four lacquered paint colors in matte or glossy and 
two shades of brushed metal finishes in Île-de-France. 
In customizable projects, custom finishes can be created endlessly. 

Or brossé Nickel brossé

WHITE BLACK DEEP 
BLUE

TERRA
COTTA



pro@jaunefabrique.com

jaunefabrique.com
 Instagram @jaunefabrique

16 rue Sainte-Foy, 75002 Paris
5 rue Chantecler, 13007 Marseille


